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Proportional Reasoning 
 an but concept
 required for successful operation in rational 
number topics
 e.g., fractions, decimals, percentages
 …and other topics
 e.g., scale drawing, probability, trigonometry 
 …and other subjects 
 e.g., drawing timelines in history; understanding 
speed in science). 
Overview
 Defining proportional reasoning
 Background literature on research into 
proportional reasoning in mathematics 
 A recent Australian research project on 
proportional reasoning




 Drawing of a plan view of a 
house
 a “mud map” of the path 
from home to school
 or a plan of the school yard
Proportional Reasoning
 Sharing four pizzas between three people 
 or two chocolate bars between five people
Proportional Reasoning
 Determining whether there is more chance of 
selecting red from a collection of 3 red and 4 blue 
compared to a collection of 6 red and 8 blue.  
Proportional reasoning
 Knowing why whole potatoes take longer to cook 
than French fries
 Or why a baby locked in a car on a hot day suffers 
more than an adult in the same circumstances.
Real consequences
 administration of incorrect 
doses in medicine
 failure to accurately 
convert between units of 
metric and imperial units 
of measure
 inaccurate mix of 
chemicals in pesticides
Proportional Reasoning
 The ability to understand situations of 
comparison
 Multiplicative Thinking
 Ability to see situations in a multiplicative sense 
rather than an additive sense
 Flexibility in thinking about numbers and 
situations involving number
Additive vs multiplicative thinking
 Additive Thinking -Describing a change 
from 2 to 10 as an addition of 8
 Multiplicative Thinking – Describing a 
change from 2 to 10 as multiplying by 5
Incorrect additive thinking
 A child is told that 
every two children 
require 5 sheets of 
coloured paper to 
complete their art 
work. The child is 
asked how many 
sheets of coloured 
paper will be needed if 
there were 4 children.
Seven sheets of 
coloured paper
Proportional Reasoning and the 
Mathematics Curriculum
 “Proportional reasoning is the capstone of 
children’s elementary school arithmetic and 
the cornerstone of all that is to follow” 
 (Lesh, Post and Behr, 1988, p. 93-94)
Proportional reasoning key points
 one of the most commonly applied mathematics 
concepts in the real world
 when misapplied, can have disasterous 
consequences
 estimated that 50% of the adult population 
cannot reason proportionally
 proportional reasoning tasks are hard
 proportional reasoning takes a long time to 
develop
Why is proportional reasoning 
hard?
 “...requires firm grasp of various rational number 
concepts such as order and equivalence, the 
relationship between the unit and its parts, the 
meaning and interpretation of ratio, and issues 
dealing with division, especially as this relates to 
dividing smaller numbers by larger ones.” 
 (Post, Behr & Lesh, 1988, p. 80)
Characteristics of a proportional 
reasoner
 “A proportional reasoner has the mental 
flexibility to approach problems from multiple 
perspectives and at the same time has 
understandings that are stable enough not to be 
radically affected by large or “awkward” 
numbers, or the context within which a problem 
is posed”. 
 (Post, Behr & Lesh, 1988, p. 80)
Intertwined with many 
mathematical concepts
 English & Halford (1995): “Fractions are the building 
blocks of proportion” (p. 254). 
 Behr et al. (1992): “the concept of fraction order and 
equivalence and proportionality are one component of 
this very significant and global mathematical concept” 
(p. 316) 
 Streefland: (1985): “Learning to view something ‘in 
proportion’, or ‘in proportion with...’ precedes the 
acquisition of the proper concept of ratio” (p. 83). 
Building blocks: multiplication and 
division
 Developing students’ understanding of ratio 
and proportion is difficult because the 
concepts of multiplication, division, 
fractions and decimals are the building 
blocks of proportional reasoning, and 
students’ knowledge of such topics is 
generally poor 
 (Lo & Watanabe, 1997).
The development of proportional 
reasoning
 a gradual process
 underpinned by increasingly more 
sophisticated multiplicative thinking
 characterised by the ability to compare two 
quantities in relative (multiplicative) rather 
than absolute (additive) terms 
 (Lamon, 2005). 
Relative and absolute thinking
 Consider the stories of the two crocodiles…
Prickles and Tiny
 At the zoo, there are two long-term resident 
crocodiles that have affectionately been 
named Prickles and Tiny. When they 
arrived at the zoo, Prickles was 4 metres 
long and Tiny was 5 metres long. Five 
years later, both crocodiles are now fully 
grown. Prickles is 7 metres long and Tiny is 
8 metres long. 
 Prickles (4 metres)Tiny (5 metres)
 Prickles (7 metres)Tiny (8 metres)
Have both grown the same 
amount?
 Absolutely - yes
 Relatively - no
Prickles
Prickles has grown 





Tiny has grown 




Who has grown the most?
 3/4 is greater than 3/5









175% of original size








160% of original size
Early proportional reasoning 
strategies
 Children’s intuitive strategies for solving 
proportion problems typically are additive 
(Hart, 1981). 
Moving from additive thinking
 The teacher’s role is to build on students’ 
intuitive additive strategies and guide them 
towards building multiplicative structures.
 Strong multiplicative structures develop as 
early as the second grade for some children, but 
are also seen to take time to develop to a level 
of conceptual stability, often beyond fifth grade 
 (Clark & Kamii, 1996). 
Why is proportion hard?
 Streefland (1985): “Ratio is introduced too late to be 
connected with mathematically related ideas such as 
equivalence of fractions, scale, percentage” (p. 78).
 English & Halford (1995): proportional reasoning is 
taught in isolation and thus remains unrelated to other 
topics. 
 Behr et al. (1992):  “…the elementary school curriculum 
is deficient by failing to include the basic concepts and 
principles relating to multiplicative structures necessary 
for later learning in intermediate grades” (p. 300). 
 Research has shown that students’ (and 
teachers’) understanding of proportion is 
generally poor (e.g., Behr et al., 1992; 
Fisher, 1988; Hart, 1981). 
Year 7 19% correct
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The Key Project Question





Connections in maths & science
“……determining where mathematics ends and 
science begins is as difficult and pointless as 
mapping the edge of the morning mist.”
Peter Atkins   Galileo’s Finger: 
The Ten Great Ideas of 
Science, 2003, Oxford Press.
Scale drawing, fractions, algebra, 
density, molarity, decimals, 
percentages, forces, ratio, rate, 
speed, gas laws, body proportions, 
currency exchange, cooking, trig 
ratios, forensic measurements, 
velocity, simple machines, 
chemistry, magnification, solar 
system, metric conversions, scales 
of distance, timelines, floating, 
sinking, gravity, acceleration, 
velocity, pulleys and levers, …
Assessing Proportional Reasoning
 Keeping It In Proportion (KIIP)
 Pen and paper test
 “Explain your thinking”
 ~800 MYS students (Grades 4-9)
Scoring System












2 Repeated addition, 






To feed 2 butterflies the zoo 
needs 5 drops of nectar per 
day.  How many drops would 
they need each day for 12 
butterflies? 
Show all your working and 
explain your answer in as 
much detail as possible.
Butterflies
A recipe for a sticky mess needs 4 cups of sugar and 10 
cups of flour. You decide to make a larger amount of the 
recipe, and have 6 cups of sugar. How many cups of flour 
will you need for the recipe to work?
So, the situation is this:
4 cups sugar and 10 cups flour for the original recipe




Three cups have different amounts of water. The first is full, the 
second one half full, and the third is one third full. The first cup has 
three spoons of sugar stirred in, the second has two spoons, and 




 they’re all the same
 there is not enough information to be sure
 Explain the reason for your choice:
Three cups
Chance (En)counters
 You are presented with four paper bags containing 
black and white counters. The number of counters 
in each bag is provided in the diagrams below. 
You are blindfolded, the bags are shaken, and you 
are asked to select a counter from each bag. From 
which bag do you have the best chance of 
selecting a black counter? 
A B C D
Chance (en)counters
Creative Thinking
 Some students’ responses were very 
creative
 Such responses remind us of the active 
way that students’ minds work when they 
are doing mathematics assessments
Chance (En)counters
 I’ll pick off the top, so more chance with C. 
One of the black counters is at the top of 
the bag and the other is down lower.
A B C D
More Chance (En)counters
 B because there are only 2 and one is 
white and one is black and so I think most 
people dig to the bottom and the bottom is 
where the black is…
A B C D
More Chance (En)counters
 A because most of the black counters are 
on top of the bag.
A B C D
More Chance (En)counters
 C because there is less weight than the 
rest.
A B C D
More Chance (En)counters
 A because if you shake it, it makes more 
noise than the other ones so yeah, I chose 
Bag A.











It doesn’t really 
matter as long 
as it gets your 
clothes clean
Garage Building
 Six people can build a 
garage in 3 days. 
Assuming that all of the 
people work at the same 
rate, how many people 
would it take to build the 





 Explain the reason for 
your choice
Inverse proportion
 Inverse proportion is rarely addressed in 
early MYS mathematics curriculum
 We were surprised by the students’ results 
to this task…
Garage building
Right Answer, Wrong Thinking
 3 days 6 people
 2 days 12 people (should be 9 people)
 1 day 18 people
Revised Version
Six people can paint a fence in 3 days. Assume that all of the 
people work at the same rate. How many people would it take to 
paint the fence in 2 days?
Correctly answered 





























Right Answers all years
Promoting proportional reasoning
 Classroom activities that readily link to both 
the mathematics and/or science curriculum
Penguins
Why do penguins huddle?
March of the penguins

Construct some penguins
 Use three cubes to create a penguin










Link to real situations
 Why do whole potatoes 
take longer to cook than 
potato chips?
 Why are McDonald’s 
chips so slim?
73




 There is 1 tent per 12 children. How many 















Bottles of water are packaged into 15 bottle boxes. 
How many bottles of water would there be in 16 
packages?
X 10 ÷ 2
Boxes 1
Bottles 15
Add 10 + 5 +1
10 5 15 16
150 75 225 240
Integrating maths and science
 DENSITY
 Density is a topic within the science 
curriculum
 Density compares mass and volume
 The topics of mass and volume are part of 
the mathematics curriculum 

Why is density difficult?
Density is directly proportional to the mass.
&
Density is inversely proportional to the volume.
To think about both relationships at the same time is 
difficult.
DENSITY JARS
 Activity 1 – Constant Volume, different masses
 Activity 2 – Constant Mass, different volumes
 Activity 3 – Sinking and Floating
Jar Mass (g) Volume (mL) Density 
(g/mL)
1 200 780 0.26
2 400 780 0.51
3 600 780 0.77
4 800 780 1.02
5 1000 780 1.28
A 500 320 1.56
B 500 400 1.25
C 500 630 0.79
D 500 710 0.70
E 500 850 0.59
Density with Year 5?
 Is it too difficult for these students?

Why the Titanic 
sank
First view
 The titanic is 
still full of air 
(empty), 
which 





 The mass of 




change, this is 
because the 
water  is filling 




 The titanic 
is now 
vertical the 
water is ¾ 
of the way, 








 The titanic has now 
sunk this is 
because the titanic 
is more dense than 
the water and the 
mass has reached 
its full capacity so 
there is no air left in 
the Titanic but the 
volume is still the 
same!
The crew have no fear of what is 
going to happen to the titanic 6.
Titanic 6
The titanic 6  is 
floating very happily!
The titanic 6 has just run into 
an iceberg, so it has a hole in 
it. 
The water is going 
into titanic 6 and the 
mass is getting bigger 
because there is 
water in the titanic, so 
the air bubble is 
getting smaller.  
The crew are 
worrying…
Half air, half water…
The ratio of mass and 
volume, has now 
changed, its getting 
closer to the density 
of water. 
The titanic 6 has the same 
density of water, so, there is 
a tiny air bubble.
The crew are in life boats 
and are paddling away. 
The titanic 
6 has now 





The crew are now safe 
on land.
Concluding comments
 The development of proportional reasoning 
is a slow process exacerbated by its 
nebulous nature and lack of specific 
prominence in school syllabus documents. 
 Proportional reasoning is essential in many 
school subjects. 
 All teachers can support the proportional 
reasoning skills of their students
Dave Allen’s Proportional 
Reasoning 30% of all road 
accidents are caused by 
drunks.
That means that 70% of 
road accidents are 
caused by sober drivers.
I think that all sober 
drivers should get off the 
road because drunk 
drivers are safer drivers
 Thank you
 Dr Shelley Dole
 The University of Queensland
 s.dole@uq.edu.au
